Review of Penergetic Product and Dieback.
Commenced Spring 2019 - One & a half years on 2019 – 2020 - 2021
Farm Location: Eumundi, Sunshine Coast, Queensland
Our horse farm first suffered die back in 2019 and literally in front of your eyes the hillsides lost their grass cover, exposing
the soil to weed establishment. That year we had major issues with weed control due to die back. Weeds will colonise bare
soil very quickly.
Despite the governments official advice, that there is nothing that would control the die back, as a farmer I was desperate to
try anything that might help.
I was introduced to the Penergetic Products B Soil, P Plants, and reviewed the results that farmers in Canada, South
America and Asia were having with the product.
Penergetics works to fix the soil mineral balance and accessibility, while combating soil compaction. The successes
overseas encouraged me to trial the product on our farm.
In Spring, 2019 the results were immediately obvious. I had trial stripped the product so I could access the impact on
encouraging more vigorous growth of pasture grasses. The strips treated with Penergetics responded and bounced back from
dieing to growing rapidly.
In 2020 I applied the Penergetic Products twice to the grazing paddocks. Dieback was under control by the start of summer
in 2020. Pasture grass was also healthy giving it the opportunity to out compete the weeds. I was investing in the 2021 grass
growth season.
Autumn 2021: lush weed free pastures
In summer/autumn 2021 the farm was again treated with Penergetics. Die back is associated with rain events and I wanted
the pasture strong and healthy before the 2021 wet season and any out break of dieback.
As we move into winter my pasture grass is seeding and I have at least 8 varieties of pasture grass thriving. There is no die
back on the property, despite my neighbours now loosing their autumn pasture to die back. Our pasture remains lush and
strong.
The health and density of the seed strike from the 2020 spring has been the best weed eliminator and this is the first year I
have not struggled with weed control. The application of Penergetics in the Spring of 2020 ensued that my pasture had a
rapid and healthy growth going into summer.
Penergetics has turned the pasture health of our farm around and I will continue to apply the products once a year to
maintain the best pasture growth I have ever seen on the farm. Not only did the products help the grass combat die back,
they facilitated the vigorous pasture growth where weeds were simply outcompeted.

Cheers,
Lynn
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